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There’s nothing
innocent about
these faces!

Duncan strikes a
pose… Welcome
back CJ!

You wouldn't know it with this innocent face,
but Andrew had several chocolate bars
holed up in his pockets!

Deena goes for the
“Welsh Barmaid”
look — and
succeeds!

Josiah and Chris play hide-and-seek…
do you think we should tell them we can
still see them…???

BIG THANKS TO THE
CHEFS, SETTER-UPPERS
AND CLEANER-UPPERS
WHO MADE IT ALL
POSSIBLE!! AND THE ONES
PAYING THE BILLS!

That’s
more like it.
A bit of
decorum to
the left
amongst
the madness of the
rest of us
DRC’ers!

Hang on a minute… I thought Trudy’s
father was the one called Rocky… how
come it’s Trudy with the black eye???!!

Luncheon continues...

Never mind
“Where’s
Wally”…
Where’s
Santa?
Ohhh! There
he is! Right
at the back...

NP clients Josh and Theo (and Theo’s
mum Lucille).

William LOVES the camera—can’t say the
same about Malcolm though… or is it the
glare of joyfulness beaming from Santa-Roy?

I’m Santa’s
little helper!

So here’s Monique… She’s supposed to be at the table
with Josh & Theo!! Kay is looking a wee bit surprised
to be snapped by our camera-happy crusader

DEEP in conversation, the lads
are plotting something… Next
visit to the RSA perhaps??

Cushla and
her daughter
Andrea are
here with exTP/currentNP client
Robert.
Oohhh look,
there’s Santa
again!

Blair is taking a quiet
moment to contemplate what to put on
his plate… while
Wendy hussles in the
background...

Anyone would think that Tom was in a hurry to get to
the bar….. BUT, he’s not, he’s just manoeuvring his
way through the tables for some more networking.

Nick is at peace with himself but not with the
photographer it would seem… William is looking
very much like a very dapper waiter at a highend restaurant. Alisa is lost in the moment.

Then I
said…

Ricci sorts out the 3 stooges leaving Christine
and Alisa as the roses between the thorns...

Actually, I
better get
back to
Geoff...

Chelsea was at the
lunch with her friend
Annaliese. Darn sunlight mucked up photo.

It looks harmless
doesn't it… just
scooping out
some honey….

BUT LOOK AT WHAT
THEY DID WITH THE
MIXTURES!
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